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We obtained our main research results on four new approaches, 1) to rank items based on the MTDF (Multinomial with Trust Discount Factor) model [C9] , 2) to estimate the conformity of users from the observed review scores [C4] , 3) to predict evolution of trust links under the presence of mediators [C5] , and 4) to analyze activities among users based on a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) method [C1] .
First, we proposed a new item-ranking method that is reliable and can efficiently identify high-quality items from among a set of items in a given category using their review-scores which were rated and posted by users [C9] . Typical ranking methods rely only on either the number of reviews or the average review score. Some of them discount outdated ratings by using a temporal-decay function to make a fair comparison between old and new items. The proposed method reflects trust levels by incorporating a trust discount factor into a temporal-decay function. More specifically, we first defined the MTDF (Multinomial with Trust Discount Factor) model for the review-score distribution of each item built from the observed review data. We then brought in the notion of z-score to accommodate the trust variance that comes from the number of reviews available, and proposed a z-score version of MTDF model. Finally we demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method using the MovieLens dataset, showing that the proposed ranking method can derive more reasonable and trustable rankings, compared to two naïve ranking methods and the pure z-score based ranking method.
Second, we proposed a simple and efficient method that learns and assesses the conformity of each user of an online review system from the observed review score record [C4] . The model we use is a modified Voter model that takes account of the conformity of each user. Conformity is learnable quite efficiently with a few tens of iterations by maximizing the log-likelihood given the observed data. The proposed method was evaluated and confirmed effective by two review datasets. It could identify both high and low conformity users. Users with high conformity were not necessarily early adopters. Their scores are influential to drive the consensus score. The user ranking of conformity was compared with PageRank and HITS in which user network was roughly approximated by the directed graph induced by the observed data. The proposed method gave more interpretable ranking, and the global property of high conformity users was identified.
Third, we analyzed evolution of trust networks in social media sites from a perspective of mediators. To this end, we proposed two stochastic models that simulate the dynamics of creating a trust link under the presence of mediators, the A-ME and A-MAE models, where the A-ME model analyzes mediator effects for trust-network evolution in terms of mediator types, and the A-MAE model, an extension of the A-ME model, analyzes mediator-activity effects for trust-network evolution [C5] . We presented an efficient method of inferring the values of model parameters from an observed sequence of trust links and user activities. Using real data from Epinions, we experimentally showed that the A-MAE model significantly outperforms the A-ME model for predicting trust links in the near future under the presence of mediators, and demonstrated the effectiveness of mediator-activity information for trust-network evolution. We further clarified, by using the A-ME and A-MAE models, several characteristic properties of trust-link creation probability in the Epinions data.
Finally, we analyzed evolution of activities among users for an item-review site based on non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) methods that have recently been shown useful for trust-link prediction in such a site where both link and activity information is available. Here, a user activity in an item-review site means posting a review and giving a rating for an item. Towards better trust-link prediction, we proposed a new NMF method that incorporates people's evaluation of users' activities as well as trust-links and users' activities themselves [C1] . We further applied it to an analysis of users' behavior. Using two real world item-review sites, @cosme and Epinions, we statistically analyzed the datasets, and in particular confirmed that the number of appreciation messages received correlates with the number of trust-links received, suggesting that incorporating the activity-evaluation information can be a promising approach. Next, we demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art hTrust and its variants for solving the trust-link prediction problem.
In addition to the above main research results, we developed a number of fundamental techniques for efficiently analyzing influential nodes in social networks [J1, J2, C8] , effectively detecting changes in time-series data [J3, C2, C6] , and reliably performing re-sampling simulations for large-scale networks [C3, C7, C10] . Here we should node that these techniques played important roles to obtain our main research results.
Introduction: Include a summary of specific aims of the research and describe the importance and ultimate goal of the work.
People, e.g., Internet users, constantly receive/send a large number of messages from/to other people, and various kinds of information diffuse over time. Through such human interactions, trust relations between users (or conformity of users) are formed and evolve over time. These kinds of trust formation and its evolution processes are mostly characterized by individual phenomena over social networks, which is quite complex, but there should be some regularities. It would be possible to find empirical regularities and develop explanatory accounts of these processes in terms of macroscopic statistical properties. Furthermore, by constructing computational models based on these statistical properties, we can expect to precisely estimate how much information diffuse and which opinions prevail in future. Especially, such predictive capability would be valuable for anticipating social trends, and market opportunities. Thus, we propose to conduct research on computational models and methods for uncovering fundamental mechanisms of trust formation and its evolution processes over social networks. In this project, by focusing on a number of word-of-mouth communication websites, we first attempt to construct dynamic trust models between users that enable to explain trust formation and its evolution processes over social networks with reasonable accuracy. Then, based on these fundamental models, we plan to develop more advanced models for information diffusion and opinion formation, together with several techniques for detecting users' characteristics behaviors.
Experiment:
Description of the experiment(s)/theory and equipment or analyses.
Trust Discount Modeling [C9] : We denote the sets of users and items by V = {u, v, w, … } and I = {i, …}, respectively. When a user v ∈ V reviewed an item i ∈ I, we denote its timestamp and score by t(v, i) and s(v, i), respectively, where each score s(v, i) is denoted by a positive integer in S = {1, … , |S |}, and |S | stands for the number of elements in S . Then, we can express our observed data set as D = {…, (v, i, t(v,i) , s(v,i)), …}. Hereafter, let V(i) = {v | (v, i, t(v,i), s(v,i)) ∈ D} be a set of users who reviewed an item i. For users in V(i), let U(i, t) = {u ∈ V(i) | t(u,i) < t} be the set of users whose review times are before t, and U(i, t, s) = {u ∈ U(i, t) | s(u, i)= s} the set of those users whose review score is s. In general, users may decide their review scores of each item by taking account not only of their own evaluations, but also of past majority scores or those submitted by high conformity users. In order to stochastically cope with the opinion decision problem affected by majority scores, we can employ the basic voter model, and define the probability that a user v gives a score s to an item i at time t as P0(s | i, t) = (1 + |U(i, t, s)|)/(|S| + |U(i, t)|), where we employed a Bayesian prior known as the Laplace smoothing. Here we note that the Laplace smoothing corresponds to the assumption that each node initially holds one of the |S| scores with equal probability. Note also that the Laplace smoothing corresponds to a special case of Dirichlet distributions that are very often used as prior distributions in Bayesian statistics. We refer to this model as the base multinomial model.
As for the base multinomial model, we assumed that all the past reviews are equally weighted. However, it is naturally conceivable that some of the quite old reviews are almost out-of-date and their trust levels might be low. In order to reflect this kind of effects into the model, we consider introducing some trust discount factors. The simplest one is an exponential discount factor defined by ρ(Δt; λ) = exp(−λΔt), where λ ≥ 0 is a parameter and Δt = t -t' stands for the time difference between t and t'. Another natural one would be a power-law discount factor defined by ρ(Δt; λ) = (Δt) −λ = exp(−λ log Δt), where λ ≥ 0 is a parameter. Now, we construct a more general discount factor. For a given positive integer J, we consider a J-dimensional vector consisting of linearly independent features, FJ(Δt) = ( f1(Δt), … , fJ (Δt)) T , and a parameter vector with nonnegative elements for these features, λJ = (λ1, … , λJ)
T . Then, we define a general discount factor by ρ(Δt; λJ ) = exp(−λJ T FJ(Δt)). Using this general discount factor ρ(Δt; λ), we define the MTDF (Multinomial with Trust Discount Factor) model in the following way. In our model, the base multinomial model is replaced with P(s | i, t; λJ) = (1 + Σu∈U(i, t, s) ρ(t − t(u,i); λJ ))/( |S| +Σu∈U(i, t) ρ(t − t(u,i); λJ)) for k = 1, …, K. Note that P(s | i, t; λJ) is reduced to P0(s | i, t) when λJ is the J-dimensional zero-vector 0J, that is, the MTDF model of λJ = 0J coincides with the base multinomial model. Here, we can estimate the trust discount parameter values λJ of the MTDF model by maximizing the likelihood function based on P0(s | i, t) for a given observed review results D. Note that the MTDF model of λJ ≈ 0J for some item v means that this item does not need to introduce a trust discount factor, which maintains a high trust level. Therefore, we can construct a method of ranking items based on the MTDF model using the observed review results.
In our experiments on trust discount modeling, we employed the MovieLens 10M/100k dataset to experimentally evaluate our ranking methods. MovieLnes is one of the online movie recommender services, and the dataset consists of 10,000,054 ratings with time stamps that are made on a 5-star scale with half-star increments for 10,681 movies by 71,567 users. Assuming that it is drawn from a multinomial distribution with K = 10, the average score over all movies is 3.51 and the standard deviation is 1.06. Interestingly, the user is more likely to evaluate movies without using a half-star. Moreover, we can observe that many of the movies having over 10,000 reviews get relatively high scores greater than the overall average 3.51.
User Conformity Modeling [c4] : As for the base multinomial model, we assumed that all the past user scores are equally weighted independent of users. However, it is naturally conceivable that some high conformity users should have larger weights. In order to reflect this kind of effects into the model, we consider introducing a positive conformity metric exp(θ(u)) to each user u, where θ(u) is a parameter. Hereafter, we denote the vector consisting of these parameters by θ = (… , θ(u), …). Then, we can extend the base multinomial model P0(s | i, t) and build a generative model in which user v gives score s for item i at time t with the following probability. P(s | i, t; θ) = (1 + Σu∈U(i,t,s) exp(θ(u)))/(|S | + Σu∈U(i,t) exp(θ(u)). In our study, in order to estimate θ from the observed data set D, we consider maximizing the following logarithmic likelihood function based on P(s | i, t; θ).
In our experiments on user conformity modeling, we collected review score records from two famous review sites in Japan and constructed two datasets for this experiment. One consists of review scores for cosmetics extracted from "@cosme" which is a Japanese word-of-mouth communication site for cosmetics. We refer to this dataset as the Cosmetics review dataset. The other one is composed of review records collected from "anikore", a ranking and review site for anime, which is referred to as the Anime review dataset. In both the datasets, each record has 4-triple (u, i, s, t), which means user u gives a score s to item i at time t. The Cosmetics review dataset has 297, 453 review records by 10, 403 users for 46, 398 items from 2008/12/07 to 2009/12/09, while the Anime review dataset has 300, 327 records by 13, 112 users for 1, 790 items from 2010/8/01 to 2012/8/08. Thus, the average numbers of reviews per user and item were 28.6 and 6.4 in the Cosmetics dataset, and 22.9 and 167.8 in the Anime dataset. The score is an integer value ranging from 1 to 7 and its average of overall ratings was 4.4 in the Cosmetics dataset, and from 1 to 5 and 3.9 in the Anime dataset.
Trust Evolution Modeling [C5] : For a positive integer t, let G(t) = (V, E(t)) be the trust network created within a time period I(t) = (t0 + (t − 1)Δt, t0 + tΔt], where V is the set of nodes that correspond to the individual users in the site at time t0, E(t) (⊂ V × V) is the set of trust links created within time-period I(t), and Δt is a positive real number specified in advance. We suppose that there are no self-links and multiple-links. Note that G0(t) = (V, E(1)∪…∪E(t)) is the trust network for the user set V at time t0 + tΔt, and E(s) ∩ E(s') = ∅ if s ≠ s'. We consider predicting the set E(t+1) of trust links created within the next time-period I(t+1). We define a subset C(t+1) of V × V by C(t+1) = (V × V) -{(v, v) | v ∈ V} -(E(1)∪…∪E(t)). Then, it is easily seen that E(t+1) ⊂ C(t+1) and (E(1)∪…∪ E(t)) ∩ C(t+1) = ∅. Thus, we refer to C(t+1) as the set of candidate trust-links in time-period I(t+1). For any (u, v) ∈ C(t+1), we investigate whether or not a trust link will be created from node u to node v in the next time-period I(t+1).
We assume that K activities are provided in the site. For any u ∈ V and positive integer t, let A(t; u) = (A(t,1; u), . . . , A(t,K; u)) denote the activity vector of node u within time-period I(t), where for each k, A(t,k; u) = 1 if user u selected and performed activity k within time-period I(t), and A(t,k; u) = 0 otherwise. In this modeling, we aim to investigate the roles of mediators for creating trust links. Thus, we focus on the subset C * (t+1) of C(t+1) that consists of candidate trust-link (u, v) ∈ C(t+1) having a mediator w ∈ V in time-period I(t+1), and for any (u, v) ∈ C * (t+1), we consider modeling the probability P(t+1; u, v) that a trust link is created from node u to node v in time-period I(t+1), i.e., (u, v) ∈ E(t+1). Here, node w is referred to as a mediator from node u to node v in time-period I(t+1) when there exist both a trust link between u and w and a trust link between v and w that are created in time-period It. A mediator w from u to v is classified into four types: w is called type 1 if (u, w), (w, v) ∈ E(t), w is called type 2 if (u, w), (v, w) ∈ E(t), w is called type 3 if (w, u), (w, v) ∈ E(t), and w is called type 4 if (w, u), (v, w) ∈ E(t). In order to analyze the effects of activities for trust link creation, we aim to investigate the roles of mediators with respect to activities. Thus, we also consider incorporating activity information to model the probability P(t+1; u, v) for any (u, v) ∈ C * (t+1).
For any (u, v) ∈ C * (t+1), we consider modeling the probability P(t+1; u, v) that trust link (u, v) is created in time-period I(t+1), i.e., (u, v) ∈ E(t+1). Note that by definition, there exists at least one mediator from node u to node v in I(t+1). In order to analyze the effect of activities for creating a trust link in terms of mediators, we propose two natural stochastic models of P(t+1; u, v). The first model only uses mediator information, and the second model enhances the first model by adding mediator-activity effects for trust-network evolution.
First, we define the A-ME Model. It is conceivable that the presence of mediators affects the creation of trust links. Moreover, we can speculate that the influence strength of a mediator depends on its type. Therefore, in order to analyze the effects of mediators for creating trust links in terms of mediator types, we propose modeling the probability P(t+1; u, v) for any (u, v) ∈ C * (t+1) by using a logistic regression model: P(t+1; u, v) = 1/(1 + exp(φ T y(t; u, v))) where φ is a parameter vector, φ T = (φ0, φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4), y(t; u, v) is a feature vector of (u, v) at time t0 + tΔt, y(t; u, v) = (1, y(t,1; u, v), y(t,2; u, v), y(t,3; u, v), y(t,4; u, v)). Here, each y(t,i; u, v) is the number of type i mediators from u to v in time-period I(t+1). We refer to this stochastic model to simulate the dynamics of creating a trust link as the A-ME model. Next, we define the A-MAE Model. It is also conceivable that the influence degree of a mediator depends on activity. For (u, v) ∈ C * (t+1), let us consider mediators wk and wh from node u to node v in time-period I(t+1) such that in time-period I(t), u, v and wk performed the same activity k, and u, v and wh did the same activity ℓ , that is, A(t, k; u) = A(t, k; v) = A(t, k; wk) = 1, A(t, h; u) = A(t, h; v) = A(t, h; wh) = 1, where k ≠ h. Then, for creating a trust link from u to v, the influence that wk and wh exert can be different. In order to analyze the effects of activities in terms of mediators, we propose modeling the probability P(t+1; u, v) for any (u, v) ∈ C * (t+1) by combining co-occurrence information with respect to activities with the A-ME model: P(t+1; u, v) = Σk∈{1,…,K} λk/(1 + exp(θk T x(t,k; u, v))), whereλk is a parameter vector, λk = (λ1, … , λK); λ1 + … + λK = 1, λk > 0 (k = 1, . . . , K), each θk is a parameter vector with respect to activity k, θk = (θk_0, θk_1, θk_2, θk_3, θk_4), and each x(t,k; u, v) is a feature vector of (u, v) with respect to activity k at time t0 + tΔt, x(t,k; u, v) = (1, x(t,k_1; u, v), x(t,k_2; u, v), x(t,k_3; u, v), x(t,k_4; u, v) ). Here, each x(t,k_i; u, v) is the number of type i mediators w from u to v in time-period I(t+1) such that u, v and w performed activity k in It, that is, x(t,k_i; u, v) ≥ 0. In particular, we assume that for any (u, v) ∈ C * (t+1), there exist a mediator w' in time-period I(t+1) and an activity k' such that nodes u, v and w' performed activity k' in I(t), that is, x(t,k_i; u, v) > 0, where w' is of type i'. We refer to this stochastic model to simulate the dynamics of creating a trust link as the A-MAE model.
In our experiments on trust evolution modeling, we collected real data for a trust network and a set of user activities from Epinions, which is a social media site of product reviews and consumer reports. In Epinions, a user u can create a trust link to another user v by registering v as a trust user. We examined the evolution of the trust network constructed from trust links among users. Also, in Epinions, a user can post a review and give a rating for a product in a given set of products, where those products are classified into K categories. We say that user u performed activity k when u posted a review or gave a rating for some product of category k. By the breadth-first search, we traced in the trust links from a user who was featured as the most popular user in October 2012 until no new users appeared, and collected both a set of trust links and a set of product reviews and ratings. The collected data contains 27, 873 users, 218, 686 trust links, and 809, 521 reviews and 14, 105, 311 ratings for 268, 897 products, where the number of categories was K = 19. On the basis of stability consideration, we exploited only the data generated in 2010, and constructed a dataset from those users that had trust-links and produced activities in 2010. We refer to this dataset as the Epinions data, where the number of users was 749.
User Activity Modeling [C1] : We consider distinguishing a concept of fields which users prefer and a concept of fields for which users gain trust. The former fields are referred to as P-fields, and the latter fields are referred to as T-fields. Unlike hTrust and JLCMF, the proposed NMF model employs two latent spaces. One corresponds to the space of P-fields (called the PF-space), and the other corresponds to the space of T-fields (called the TF-space). Thus, P-field and T-field are also referred to as latent P-factor and latent T-factor, respectively. Let K be the dimension of the PF-space and L the dimension of the TF-space. The proposed NMF model introduces a non-negative N × K matrix U = (Ui,k), a non-negative N × L matrix W = (Wi,j), and a non-negative K×L matrix H = (Hk,j), where Ui,k represents the strength of user vi for latent P-factor k, Wi_k represents the strength of user vi for latent T-factor k, and Hk,j represents the relationship strength from latent Pfactor k to latent T-factor j for creating trust-links. We consider minimizing the function F (U,W, H) of U, W and H
In our experiments on user activity modeling, we used the datasets for trust networks of @cosme and Epinions explained above. Here, the @Cosme network has 45, 024 nodes and 351, 299 links. For each dataset, we constructed four datasets D1, D2, D3 and D4, by setting the prediction period from January to March for D1, April to June for D2, July to September for D3, and October to December for D4, respectively.
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Trust Discount Modeling: We tested the MTDF models with the exponential and power-low discount factors, and evaluated which model is better for the MovieLens dataset. To do this, we computed the log-likelihood ratio statistic of each model against the basic multinomial model for each movie. As the results, we observed a positive correlation, but cannot see a big difference between them, meaning that both decays are equally good and acceptable. Thus, we focused on the rankings based on the z-score derived from the MTDF model with the exponential discount factor. Compared to the rankings of the conventional methods like the average review score over at least 10 posts as shown in Table 1 , it is remarkable that the relatively new movies rank in the top-5 thanks to the trust discount factor of the MTDF model that degrades the effects of old reviews, while keeping their average scores comparable with those from the conventional methods as shown in Table 2 . Indeed, the ranking of the first-ranked movie is thought reasonable as it is such an acclaimed movie that it won the Academy Awards. On the other hand, the second-ranked movie is also highly ranked by the conventional methods and it is relatively old. This implies that this movie maintains high ratings even in the recent period, and thus it has a high trust level. In summary, the proposed ranking method is useful and derives more reasonable and trustable rankings by threshold. We believe that our MTDF model will play an important role not only for ranking tasks, but also for other tasks such as predicting evolution of social networks. User Conformity Modeling: We addressed the problem of quantitatively assessing the conformity of a user in the context of rating items, and proposed an efficient algorithm that learns the conformity metric of each user from observed review scores. The idea behind is that a user often rates an item taking into account not only her own opinion but also scores already given to the item by other users, and the reliability of scores depend on who rated them. We modeled this rating process as a stochastic decision making process and used a modified Voter model. As shown in Figure 1 , the proposed method can efficiently learn the conformity metrics based on an iterative algorithm within a few tens of iterations. Its generalization capability is insensitive to the value of the regularization factor. Empirical evaluation on the two real world review datasets uncovered some interesting findings about the conformity metrics learned by the proposed algorithm. As shown in Figure 2 , the majority of people have an average conformity metric with adequate regularization factors, i.e., 1.0 and only a limited fraction of people have high or low conformity metrics, who are worth paying attention to. Conformity metric can be a good indicator to identify those who satisfy the following three basic properties simultaneously that are considered natural for a user to be of high conformity, i.e., 1) a multitude of rated items, 2) a multitude of followers, and 3) a high rating similarity between her own scores and her follower's. None of them can be a good indicator alone. We further found that users having a high PageRank score or a high HITS score tend to rate a large number of items and have a large number of followers, satisfying the above two properties, but their rating similarity is not as large as that of those who have high conformity metrics or those who rate a large number of items. Trust Evolution Modeling: We addressed the problem of modeling the evolution of a trust network in a social media site. In particular, we focused on investigating the roles of mediators for trust-link creation. To this end, we proposed two stochastic models for simulating the dynamics of creating a trust link under the presence of mediators, the A-ME and A-MAE models, where the A-ME model aims to examine mediator effects for trust-network evolution in terms of mediator types, and the A-MAE model enhances the A-ME model to analyze mediator-activity effects for trust-network evolution. For these proposed models, we presented an efficient method of estimating the values of parameters from an observed sequence of trust links and user activities. Using real data from Epinions, we experimentally evaluated the A-ME and A-MAE models for predicting trust links in the near future under the presence of mediators. First, by comparing the A-ME model and random guessing, we demonstrated that incorporating mediator-type information has a positive effect for predicting trust-links. Next, we showed that the A-MAE model significantly outperforms the A-ME model, and demonstrated the effectiveness of mediator-activity information for trust-network evolution, in two cases with mediator weights and without them as shown in Figure 3 . We also showed that different mediator-activities differently affect trust-link creation, and different mediator types differently affect trust-link creation. Moreover, by using the A-ME and A-MAE models, we found several characteristic properties of trust-link creation probability in the Epinions data in terms of mediator-activities and mediator-types. User Activity Modeling: We addressed the problem of modeling activities among users for an item-review site. To this end, we proposed a new NMF method that incorporates people's evaluation of users' activities as well as trust-links and users' activities themselves. In our experiments using two real world item-review sites, @cosme and Epinions, we statistically analyzed the datasets, and in particular confirmed that the number of appreciation messages received correlates with the number of trust-links received, suggesting that incorporating the activity-evaluation information can be a promising approach. Next, we demonstrated that in terms of the area under the ROC curve (AUC), the proposed method outperforms hTrust and its variants JLCMF and JLCMF2 in a trust-link prediction problem as show in Figures 4 and 5 , which correspond to the results for the @cosme and Epinions datasets, respectively. Further, we applied the proposed method to an analysis of users' behavior in an item-review site, and found several characteristic properties for @cosme and Epinions from the perspective of trust-link creation. Note: Final report is for the entire project period, not just for the last one year. Section structure need not be the same as above. You can structure the report in the same way as you normally write a journal paper.
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